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AMA 158 – Southern California Antique Model Plane Society – Sam 13 

SCAMPS Officers 
President                  Daniel Heinrich    (909) 593-5789     AeronutD@cs.com 

Vice President        George Walter     (714) 528-0774     GeorgeWalter@alumni.pitt.edu 

Secretary/Treasurer        Kevin Sherman     (951) 737-7943     Julykevin@aol.com 

Editor    Clint Brooks  (562) 493-2749     scampsedit@Yahoo.com 

Meeting Coordinator       Mark Williams   (909) 996-2942     marknjeannie@gmail.com 

Safety Officer              Ted Firster          (951) 776-4971     Civyboy31@aol.com 

 

September SCAMPS Meeting Location 
 

The SCAMPS’ September meeting is not scheduled as of this writing.  If one is planned, notification will be sent via 

email by Kevin Sherman.  We are still seeking meeting locations for October and November-if you can host please 

contact Mark Williams. 

 
 

SCAMPS NEWS            by Clint Brooks 
 

Summer is nearly gone now and we are sitting in the hottest 

part of 2012 so far.  A couple of weekends were spent at 

SCAMPS field working with two new FF transition 

modelers.  The first is Doug Mayer who is a long time Ukie 

flyer in the SoCal area and is now showing his two young 

sons Mason (right) and Tristan the joy of modeling.  He is 

currently interested in CLG, HLG and rubber power to start 

and should be getting involved more with the SCAMPS as 

Doug and his boys get more engrossed in this aspect of the 

hobby.  The other newbie I have had the pleasure to 

cultivate a relationship with is Mike Callas.  He is another 

R/C and Ukie flyer from Santa Clarita who is finding a 

renewed interest in FF.  So far he is on board with P-30 and 

is interested in E-36. Both of these gentlemen are on the 

younger end of the age scale and hopefully stick with the Free Flight activity.  Please encourage them if seen 

on the field at contests or weekends.  Doug is planning to attend the USFFC in September so be on the 

lookout for two excited little boys with their happy dad! 
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Many of you may have already heard, but from the Lost Hills Model Airfield Association board is the 

unwelcome news concerning the development of adjacent property to a pistachio orchard starting in 2013. I 

have included the letter circulated by Ted Firster concerning this development and let it speak for itself: 

 

The Lost Hills Free Flight Model Airfield Association Board Members 

 
To: All Members of the Lost Hills Flying Field 

You may or may not have heard about our new neighbor at Lost Hills, the good news is the carrots are 

gone….the bad news is 1600 acres of nut trees on our southwest and west property line. They are currently in 

the grading process and trees will be planted March through May 2013. Obviously, modifications and 

procedures will need to be reviewed over time. This should not interfere with Lost Hills continuing to be one 

of the premier flying fields. 

  

We have received verbal permission to enter the construction site on foot only until the trees are planted. If 

workers are present inform them of your intention and be extremely careful not to interfere or damage the 

area. This is an active construction site and by voluntarily entering their site you are relieving the property 

owner of any responsibility. If anyone attempts to enter the construction site by any other means other than on 

foot, membership will be suspended for one year for the first offence and second offence membership will be 

permanently revoked. Absolutely, NO vehicles of any kind…you must walk in and walk out.  

The Lost Hills Board is requiring all CD’s to record the total number of flights and number of retrievals 

in the construction site. We also are asking for full cooperation from each member so the CD can report 

accurate records. Again, we need to know total number of flights and total number of flights landing in the 

construction area to help us determine future rules, launch sites and effect on retrieving.  

We have identified additional launch sites both on and off our property, depending on drift conditions:  

 

1)  At this point in time, FAI events per Walt Ghio flights would be starting on the NW side of our 

property and then as the drift changes move to the NE end in line with the F1E hill.  

 

2)  If wind conditions are correct, we will be flying all other events from a new launch location 

approximately ½ mile north of our current flying location. Unfortunately, no camping will be allowed 

at the new location. At the new launch site the road is quite wide and day time auto parking and 

pop-ups will be allowed on the north side of the road only. Do not block any road at any time. 

  

Our original camping area can still be used for camping but there is a good chance of campers being in the 

DT/landing zone. Perhaps moving the campers further west will help, however be aware of the fire hazard on 

the dry grass and a small fire break around your camper would be a good precaution. 

  

Flyers will need to adapt to a moving flight line depending on wind conditions, much as they do at Muncie. 

You may want to configure some type of trailer for your flight gear and hitch it to your chase vehicle for ease 

of moving at a moment’s notice. Another choice may be a 2 minute field, but we are not very excited about 

that option. We have not completely worked out how we will be flying Texaco, Mass Launches and 5 minute 

Old Time rubber flights.  

 

Lawrence Tougas, AMA District 10 Vice President, will be attending our FF Champs in September 

investigating our need of obtaining additional property on our southern border through a possible fund-raising 

program. We are also investigating with Holloway the possibility of filling the hole on the northeast section of 

our property to use as a new launch site.  

 

Your cooperation and understanding during this transition period is appreciated. Comments and input are 

welcome.  
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Lost Hills FF Model Airfield with tree development area and proposed launch sites-2013 and on 

 

I think we all owe this topic some thought and be open to ways to adapt to the new situation. We need to get 

Larry Tougas to support this agenda as much as he can from the AMA side-he is already demonstrating his 

proactive style in helping the Channel Island Condor Club keep it’s flying site viable in the face of the Cal 

State University system doing their best to eliminate them from the area they have been on for many years.  

This seems to be the way it’s going to be for modeling in the future with intense competition for land use and 

airspace.  If we don’t stand up for the few rights we have we will surely lose them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Green hatch lines are development area 

for new pistachio orchard 

Proposed Launch areas to accommodate 

field boundary changes 

(hole fill area) 
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Moving on to recent SCAMPS club contest reports and results.  July information has caught up and the 

August event is history.  Thanks to all that CD’d a club contest and to those who braved the warm weather to 

participate. 

 

SCAMPS July contest        by Bernie Crowe 

 

Our July Club Contest was not well contested, for reasons we’ll get to in a moment.  Events for July were as 

in past years Commercial Rubber and Jimmy Allen, with 30-second Antique Gas as the power event. 

 

Total entries in the rubber events totaled – one!  Only Gene Drake flew in Jimmy Allen, and no one flew in 

Commercial Rubber, despite these being popular events in the past.  And there was no shortage of potential 

flyers on the field; both Fernando Ramos and John Donelson, expert fliers in Commercial Rubber and Jimmy 

Allen, were at the field and knew of the event.  The fault lay with the planning committee for Club Contests 

(yours truly) for failing to see that our little contest was being held in the week preceding the FAC Nationals at 

Geneseo NY.  Both Fernando and John compete at this event regularly and put in a great deal of effort, plus 

bear a good deal of expense, to attend each year.  On the day of our Club contest they both were very 

understandably test flying and trimming their FAC contest planes in readiness for Geneseo, and quite 

reasonably declined to fly the Club events.  We will make every effort to ensure that next year’s Club events 

do not conflict with major contests. 

 

The power event, though, was well contested with five entries and some pretty spirited flying.  One of our 

most reliable contestants in this event, Ron Thomas, took himself out of contention on his first flight when his 

trusty Rambler went left instead of right, and reduced itself to a collection of small fragments.  It’s possible 

that Ron, who was also graciously CD-ing the Club Contest, just wanted to make sure that he could give that 

tremendous responsibility his full attention – but probably not.  Ron took it like the gentleman he is and 

discharged his responsibilities with all due diligence for the rest of the morning. When the results were tallied, 

Kevin Sherman took top spot putting in three maxes with his Clipper.  Al Richardson was second flying his 

Rambler, and Joe Jones third with his Powerhouse.  (Jeff Carman also flew one flight but not sure what 

happened after that-ed) 

 

To make sure that we had SOME rubber flying, Gene Drake flew his Skokie into first place with a solid 14 

second flight and decided that discretion was the better part of valor. Hopefully we can do a better job of   

scheduling next year and see some pretty serious competition in the rubber events. 
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SCAMPS August contest        by Gary Sherman 

 

Our lucky run of mild weather through July 

finally ran out.  While most of the country 

was ablaze with the hottest month of July since 

records have been kept, we were spared and 

had a very mild SoCal month.  We flew our 

August Club contest under a severe heat 

warning and with that in mind; it was a no 

brainer to set up the EZ-Up shade when we 

arrived at the field at about 7:00.  Considering 

the forecast of 105 degrees plus, it was 

surprising to see we actually had a very strong 

turnout, and the flight line was busy.  We also 

had a visit from three possible new flyers 

wanting to come out again to see us fly and 

maybe join the club.  Two of them found us 

on Facebook, where Kevin and Daniel have 

been running a club page.  We were laughing 

with them that they picked the hottest day so 

far this year to come out and watch.  When we 

left the field at 11:00 AM, the thermometer 

was reading 103. 

 

This month’s events were combined OT Large 

Rubber for non-power and ½ A – C Nostalgia 

gas for the power event.  Hal Wightman is 

back from Pennsylvania and showed he has no 

rust on him pacing the field with his Red 

Buzzard.  It was actually a pretty close race 

between first, second and third.  Hal won with 

a total of 430 seconds and was followed by 

Bernie Crowe (413 seconds) and Joe Jones 

(402 seconds) both flying their Lamb Climbers.  

Fernando Ramos put in just one flight with his 

Cleveland Gull and took fourth place.  

Joe Jones with Lamb Climber 

John Donelson 
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Kevin was having some problems with a 

medication reaction for a few days leading up 

to our Wednesday flying, but felt better by 

about 8:30 and decided to fly his Veco 19 

Spacer in the contest.  He quickly put in 3 

maxes and was the lone flyer to max out at the 

contest (540 seconds).  Ron Thomas was 

second flying his Max III .15 powered Texan 

getting two maxes and an “other” for a total of 

497 seconds.  Ray Peel has a fast Ram Rod, 

but came up a little short on his first two flights 

and maxed on his third for a total of 445 

seconds and a third place finish.  Phil Ronney 

put in only two flights for a total of 219 

seconds and finished fourth.  Jeff Carman 

entered but did not post any official flights.  

He and Ron Thomas spent a lot of time trimming on some of their Nostalgia models until the heat became 

excessive-by 11:00 AM; we were all off the field. 

 

Thanks to everyone for braving the heat and coming out to fly the event. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Roger Willis 
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FAC Scale at SCAMPS Field-August 2012      by Clint Brooks 

 

August 25
th

 and 26
th

 saw the return of 

the San Diego Scale Staffel and the 

second two day contest for Scale Free 

Flight at Perris in 2012.  This appears 

to be a good central site for the SoCal 

scale flyers and turnout has been 

excellent for the last two events held 

here.  Flyers from SoCal were joined 

with participants from Las Vegas and 

Arizona, the Vegas Vultures and 

Condor Club respectively. 

 

Several of the SCAMPS participated 

in events both days.  John Donelson, 

Bernie Crowe and yours truly did our best to 

place, and did in at least one event-John did 

quite well in mass launch with wins in WWII 

and Greve/Thompson Air Race.  Bernie also 

did well with Mr. Smoothie in the 

Greve/Thompson event.  I managed to 

squeak a third place in the WWII mass launch 

flying my XP-40Q.  For myself, I was 

pleased to finish in all three rounds of both 

the WWII and Greve/Thompson events as 

just keeping a model in contention is fairly 

intense for all who participate and is what 

makes this type of event so thrilling.  My 

XP-40Q seemed out of place with all the 

long-winded Greve racers (read 

Chambermaid, Mr. Smoothie, et al) but I was very happy with the performance of the design in general. 

 

I spent the majority of my time trying to fine trim a new Stampe SV-4b biplane for some official flights, but 

did not feel confident enough by mid-day Sunday to make official flights.  Having my prop brake setup jam 

on the last flight attempt did not help and I surrendered to better opportunities later instead of risking problems  

and repairs to put in official attempts. 

 

The next FAC scale event for Perris is coming in October, and of course the next WESTFAC is scheduled for 

Perris in 2013 (see flyer at end).  I encourage all reading this newsletter to consider building a few scale ships 

or other non-scale types and come join in on the fun.  We are having excellent participation and you will see 

some interesting models you don’t normally see in flight.  The highlight of the weekend for me was seeing a 

Nieuport 11 model orbiting skyward in light lift-the translucent white covering looking so much like the real 

aircraft must have looked against the bright blue backdrop. This is a rare vision to behold and quite moving to 

observe.  What a reward for all the intensity that goes into making a model like that perform. 
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Stampe SV-4b  1/12
th

 scale for rubber power 

 

 

 

 

 

SCAMPS 2012 Club Contest Schedule 

Mo Day 
 

Rubber 
 

Power CD 

Sep 12   Coupe (F1G) / HLG / CLG 
 

OT ABC Combined Fernando Ramos 

Oct 17 
 

Nos Wake / Nos Rubber 
 

F1Q / E36 / Harbor 
Fr. 

Bernie Crowe 

Nov 14 
 

P-30 / Jimmy Allen 
 

1/2A - D AMA Gas  G.  Walter 
 
 

Dec 12 
 

Gollywock Mass Launch + 

OT Small Rubber (comb) 
 

 
1/2A - C Gas (Nos) Al Richardson 
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